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theory behind the scaffold… 
 

The use of textbooks is a controversial topic in education. Especially at pre-

school level. Are textbooks necessary for young learners? Do they benefit or 
constrict learning? Do offering structure to the school year or are they 
developmentally inappropriate for this age-group?  

 

The matter is complicated at Pre-School level. Many countries follow the 

psychology of abstinence of any reading-writing programs before children are 7-
years-old. As an organisation, the Waldorf school follows this philosophy - based on 
solid science - planning their overall curriculums - from Pre-School to High School - 
based on a seven-year developmental cycle. For Pre-Schoolers, this means that, 
while students are exposed to high-level linguistic environments, there are no 
publishers’ books for reading or writing until they are in their second year of 
Primary school.  

 

Instead of textbooks in Pre-School, one of the easiest ways to deepen 

learning is through critical thinking techniques, and one of the simplest techniques 
you can use for critical thinking is Lower- and Higher-Order Thinking Questions. 
By sectioning off a questioning period that begins by establishing solid facts, and 
then giving our students the opportunity to process that information through 
questions framed with Higher-Order Thinking Questions, we ca enable our students 
to activate deeper, more creative, more lateral, and more diverse thinking, and so 
reach conclusions they had not even imagined before the dynamic began. If we 
present these questions through reverse psychology*, the dynamic becomes even 
more effective. 

 

There are informal ways to use the Question Continuum in any moment of 

the day. Pre-School is an optimal moment to challenge students logic and 
encourage them to question what they are being told. If you give your young 
learners the platform to have to justify another side to an argument, you are 
helping them to develop critical discerning skills from a very young age.  

 
  

Scaffolding New Information through 

Reverse Psychology (Pre-School) 

 

 

 

https://scaffoldingmagic.com/
https://www.teachervision.com/teaching-strategies/levels-questions-blooms-taxonomy
https://subdomain.scaffoldingmagic.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Question-continuum-Inglés-y-Español.pdf
https://subdomain.scaffoldingmagic.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Question-continuum-Inglés-y-Español.pdf
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 This scaffold is a more structured way of presenting new information from a 

unit, and playing with them a bit - using reverse psychology - asking them to 
defend their ideas through statements that are blatantly absurd - so that they are 
challenged and at the same time entertained. This example comes from 
________________. You'll see how you can quickly adapt the activity for whatever 
lesson - content or language - that you are about to begin. 
 
* Reverse psychology is actually: a method of getting another person to do what one wants by 
pretending not to want it or to want something else or something more. This scaffold uses a very loose 
use of the term. We're just trying to engage our students in an activity by presenting absurd possibilities, 
so they have to find a way to refute this absurdity and propose others. Play along! 

 
step by step… 
 

1. Choose images from a song, dance, maths lesson, 
or print screens from a video you are about to 
watch. In this case, we've chosen images from 
Carol King's inspirational rendition of Maurice 
Sendik's Nutshell Library series, beginning with 
Alligators all Around. 

 
 

2. Before you present the images, think about and/or write questions about 
them. Make statements that are obviously not true so your students will hear 
the academic language about the image, but through observation and logic, 
will be able to refute the statement and verbalise what is more appropriate. 
(Example below.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Go through all the images until you are satisfied that your students 

understand a good quantity of the academic language, Repetition for Pre-
Schoolers is the golden rule, so don't worry if they don't remember or can 
process all the information. Every time you repeat the activity, they'll 
remember more.  

 
4. Formative Assessment: Make gestures of different actions the alligators do in 

the song and your students verbalise what the action is. 
  

https://scaffoldingmagic.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_lNPwqYfGw
https://www.amazon.es/Nutshell-Library-Caldecott-Collection-Maurice/dp/0060255005/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_es_ES=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=1MUZUS8P3VQ0F&keywords=a+alligators+all+around&qid=1647424330&sprefix=a+alligators+all+around%2Caps%2C136&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.es/Nutshell-Library-Caldecott-Collection-Maurice/dp/0060255005/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_es_ES=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=1YHG0HQA49O5W&keywords=maurice+sendak+nutshell+library&qid=1647426505&sprefix=maurice+sendik+nutshell+library%2Caps%2C183&sr=8-1
https://subdomain.scaffoldingmagic.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Imagen-1-6.png
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5. Reflection: Ask students whether they liked having to correct you. You want 

them to be conscious of the fact that you were encouraging them to think 
critically. They won't understand the activity in these terms, but we want to 
create more conscious learners, and asking them questions about the 
learning process is the beginning of helping them to become aware that they 
are learning and not just playing all the time.  
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